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But as climate scientists face this alarming reality, the climate models that help them project the future have grown a little too alarmist. Many of the world's leading models are now projecting ...
Climate panel confronts implausibly hot models
U.N. climate panel confronts implausibly hot forecasts of futu. By Paul Voosen. Next month, after a yearlong delay because of the pandemic, the U.
U.N. climate panel confronts implausibly hot forecasts of future warming
Countries in Southeast Asia will suffer from stronger and more frequent heat waves due to global warming. Scientists from the Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences predicted ...
Southeast Asia to Experience Stronger and More Frequent Heatwaves, Warn Experts
In retail space, wayfinding difficulties can cause problems, such as loss of time, stress, or discomfort, negatively affecting the shopping experience of consumers and even their patronage intentions.
Study of Effective Corridor Design to Improve Wayfinding in Underground Malls
The U.S.-based unit of a Latin American-focused consumer loan servicer has filed for bankruptcy protection in Delaware looking to sell its Colombian assets.
Colombian consumer lending unit seeks bankruptcy protection in Delaware
The NFL and lawyers for former players blame the controversial practice on doctors. But both sides negotiated a settlement that guaranteed race would affect payouts -- and defended the practice long ...
How ‘race-norming’ was built into the NFL concussion settlement
Chuks Okocha who has been following the attempts to reform Nigeria’s electoral laws since 2007 reports on the twists, turns, wins and setbacks In the beginning That Nigeria’s electoral ...
The Long Tortuous Journey to Electoral Reforms
Researchers conducting a serosurveillance study of a North American deer species have provided evidence of exposure to severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) among the animals ...
Oh deer! Antibodies to SARS-CoV-2 detected in 40% of wild white-tailed deer in four U.S. states
Charlene of Monaco, 43, who has been staying in South Africa since January due to a serious ear and throat infection, and has told South African radio that she wouldn't be going home before October.
Princess Charlene says she hopes to leave South Africa and return to her family in Monaco by the end of October following recovery from a surgical procedure - days after Prince ...
Former President Barack Obama is reportedly hosting a bash at his swanky Edgartown manse and celebrity pals may add glitz to the candle-snuffing.
Partying with the stars: Obama to reportedly host celeb-studded birthday bash on Martha's Vineyard
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging what we hear and considering different views.
Today’s Premium Stories
Although the Defense Department was notified in 2011 that it should be concerned about contamination from chemicals in firefighting foams and other sources, it was not required to act until 2016.
DoD Put Troops and Families at Risk with Slow Response to 'Forever Chemicals,' Report Finds
I was welcomed by Kaohsiung, a city of lower prices, warmer climate, friendly people and slower pace of life. These traits were brought into sharper focus thanks to a dinner chat with the kind people ...
Notes from central Taiwan: Southern Taiwan AmCham keeps it local
The pandemic has seen Canada’s overall immigration backlog skyrocket by 70 per cent, with disgruntled applicants saying they’ve been shut out of the ...
Canada faces a staggering immigration backlog. With the border reopening and applicants anxious to get here, how should Ottawa prioritize?
Former Riverside County Deputy District Attorney Christopher Ross said he defied orders not to share exculpatory information with defense. He ultimately was fired.
Ex-California prosecutor says superiors told him to ditch evidence pointing to murder defendant’s innocence
The new documentary “Val,” featrures decades of footage Kilmer shot himself, including home videos and backstage clips. It streams Aug. 6 on Amazon.
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